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A PROOF OF SOME THEOREM ON THE C -FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE WHICH ARE NOT ANALYTIC
We know that each analytic function f:R --R is 0 00 -function. The converse fact is not true. In this paper we prove a theorem which permits to construct a series of functions which is convergent on R to a 0°°-function f:R-^R being not analytic on some closed set X c R.
In the proof we shall use the following fact: ( * ) A function f sR -R is analytic at a point x0 if and only if there exist positive numbers <y, M such that jLf xeCx^-tf, x0+i)then there are all derivatives f (x) and the inequalities |f (k) (x)| <M.k! <5*" k , k s 0,1,... hold (see [2] ).
Let r = jr^»rg,•..}c R be a denumerable set such that r^ £ t r. when i * j. Let 4a") be a sequence of real numbers u I Q J ~ such that a_ * 0 and the series a = I a I is convergent. H ' H ' We shall prove the following Theorem: Let f be a bounded -function which is analytic on the set R\{0}. If there are poetive real numbers d0,A,L such that for each |x|> A the following inequalities
are fulfilled then the function f:R -»R defined by the formula f(x) 3 ti a n ~ r n ) 
